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Summary 
 

The symposium was organized by the University of Latvia Faculty of Social Sciences (FSS)  

on the 10th of December. Latvian researchers and opinion leaders, together with European partners,              

presented the latest findings in the disinformation and media literacy field as well as discussed the future                 

challenges that the digital media landscape presents for scientists, decision-makers as well as every              

media user. The symposium was split into parts - the morning sessions were dedicated to presentations                

of the latest research as well as future issues while a second part comprised of the discussion panels                  

about media literacy and digital disinformation, while the afternoon discussions focused on the             

stakeholder and expert experience with combating disinformation online. 

 

 

Background 
 
Latvia, along with the other Baltic states, can be regarded as a success story in the transition to liberal                   

democracy in the ’90s after the collapse of the Soviet Union, yet after all these years Baltic countries still                   

experience a tense relationship with Russia. Baltic states are on the EU border and have a strong                 

Russian state media presence that often reports on local and global issues in a way that is aligned with                   

the Kremlin's geopolitical interests. When tackling Baltic political issues, often these stories can be              

classified as disinformation. With the development of technology, social media has become one of the               
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channels that are actively used to disseminate false messages to further the interests of the Russian                

Federation.  

One of the focal points for literacy and disinformation issues is social media and the users who consume                  

and contribute to it daily. But as the digital space is a relatively new concept, there are still a lot of policy                      

improvements to be made in order regulate and combat the spread of disinformation online. The aim of                 

the symposium was to present new findings occurring digital space, social media, user literacy and ways                

the disinformation is spread as well as to hold a discussion between stakeholders and researchers to                

find solutions to the serious issues emerging. 

 

1st Segment: Reports 
 

The event was opened with welcoming remarks with Dean of the Faculty of Social Sciences Dr. Jānis                 
Ikstens and COMPACT project Latvian team leader Dr. Vita Zelče. 
 

After the introductory remarks, a researcher at NATO's Center for Excellence in Strategic             

Communication (NATO STRATCOM) Sebastian Bay took to the stage talking about the Malicious Use              

of Social Media. S. Bay presented studies and experiments undertaken by him and his colleagues at                

NATO Stratcom to discover the mechanisms behind malicious online activities that are often carried out               

by online trolls with political goals in mind. He presented an experiment in which researchers paid for                 

online comments on a YouTube video - by spending 16$ he gained 2000 views, 100 likes, 10 positive                  

comments. S. Bay explained that this mechanism can be used in reverse to post negative comments                

and get dislikes. The activity is also designed to work with the YouTube algorithm, so in time real users                   

began to be directed to the video. S. Bay underlines they paid to get specific comments written by S. Bay                    

posted under an Instagram post. The comments were added from different fake bot accounts.              

Researchers from NATO Stratcom were struck by the openness and ease of access to these services                

that are freely advertised on the same social media sites offering malicious content. When traced often it                 

appears that these services originate in Russia. In some cases, commercial services for private social               

media manipulation come from the same troll farms that work for the Russian government.  

S. Bay explained that in his view the social media platforms are falling behind on the regulation of the                   

issues. He thinks that there should be a larger oversight as well as a more meaningful internal regulation                  

within the large, global social media platforms. The core of the problem is that the moderation is to slow,                   

as many false messages are deleted only after the damage has already been done, as well as this                  

manipulation options are cheap to carry out, so it can be done on a massive scale without large financial                   

resources.  
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Right now, and in the future as well one of the main foreseeable challenges will lie in the fact that                    

disinformation may be decimated through closed social media groups where outsiders are unable to look               

in. So, the false messages and disinformation may remain unchallenged for longer periods. 

 
Sebastian Bay speaking about malicious use of social media 

 

After a short break, the stage was taken by Oles Kulchytskyy, who talked more about the aims and                  

goals of the COMPACT project as well as about Russian disinformation attacks on Ukraine. O.               

Kulchytskyy argued that Russian propaganda is not an invention of the recent past. It has deep roots,                 

which can be traced back to at least Soviet times. "Post-truth" strategies are not the invention of the                  

Putin era. However, today's Russian propaganda not only resembles Soviet models but is also different               

from them in that its goal is not simply to provide its own narrative but also to weaken existing                   

democratic narratives of Western societies. Being unable to suggest its own new grand narrative              

(post-democratic or post-capitalist), it tries to show that Western narratives are unsustainable. While later              

Dr. Andrej Školkay presented divergent policy regulatory approaches for different aspects of the digital              

information space, involvement levels in the EU and research on the issues that have been catalogued                

and studied within the framework of the COMPACT project. The results of media (mainly political, expert                
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and journalistic) discourses on social media regulation suggest that in the current, rather specialised              

academic fields, including public policies specialists, there is a room for a more diverse and more                

innovative regulatory approaches. Within gathered samples, the most innovative stream of suggestions            

seems to focus on establishing independently owned servers and/or new publicly owned social media.              

The other, traditional alternative approaches (but in a sense novel), seems to be focused on breaking up                 

the tech giants and/or to enforce antitrust, and/or copyright and/or data privacy legislation. In the latter                

case, there have been such decisions taken in Germany in early 2019. Moreover, Dr. A. Školkay points                 

out that there is increasing tendency to enforce traditional law-based regulation for social media, similar               

to television and radio regulation. In particular, a call for taxation of social media platforms seemed to be                  

topical in late 2019 again. He underlined that highly knowledgeable stakeholders such as Tim              

Berners-Lee (founder of Internet protocol), Brad Smith (Microsoft) or Mark Zuckerberg (Facebook)            

himself, call for more regulation, and specifically for public (state) regulation or co-regulation. The              

audience inquired about role on national versus EU and other international regulation. Dr. A. Školkay               

explained that that national solutions are possible - typical example is Germany that is leading the way,                 

or UK with its rather radical attitude when balancing freedom and responsibility on social networks.               

“However, in general, and in some cases in particular, it is better to have international cooperation, for                 

example considering that platforms have their official headquarters for European operations in Ireland. It              

should be noted that this is ongoing consultation process, thus, if e.g. Latvian and majority of other                 

national stakeholders prefer national solutions, the Commission or the European Parliament do not need              

act any further,” said the researcher.  

 
From left: O. Kulchytskyy and A. Školkay 

 

The presentation session was closed by Latvian media literacy researcher and expert Dr. Klinta              
Ločmele and Ph.D. candidate Velta Skolmeistere. Dr. K. Ločmele presented the latest findings of              

Latvian public media literacy abilities. In Latvia, media literacy has been in the spotlight since 2015. The                 
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first comprehensive survey on the media literacy of the inhabitants of Latvia (2017) showed that only                

40% of respondents are confident in their ability to recognize reliable information from manipulative,              

while in 2019 there were around 51% who said they have the ability to distinguish true information from                  

fabrications. In 2017, more than one-quarter of respondents said they have not thought about whether               

they can spot false information, in 2019 only 9% responded this way. This shows that the media literacy                  

initiatives created by the government and private sector have at least, if nothing else, raised the                

awareness of falsehoods that circulate in the online environment. K. Ločmele outlining the challenges for               

2020 and the future summarized that there needs to be more attempts to reach the older, less                 

tech-savvy, audiences, as well as the less educated and those are not so well off economically. In her                  

opinion there should also be increasing lengths of media literacy initiatives that currently range from 6 to                 

9 months including the integration of media literacy into the education system.  

While V. Skolmeistare talked about the current role of social media and internet news portals in                

acquiring the newest information and the degree of trust that society places in them and which digital                 

services are commonly used in Latvia. She explained that while social media has been gathering               

popularity, online news websites and television are still the top two ways for people to gain information.                 

People continue to rely on professionally generated content. But other studies have shown that younger               

generations are more open to using online information sites and services offered in the digital space,                

therefore, the probability is that these will keep on rising in popularity. As V. Skolmeistare underlines -                 

future challenges will lie in the regulation of decentralized online services like Airbnb. “Because if we                

speak today about the regulation of social media, the regulation of these platforms pose many questions                

which will have to be answered in the years to come, as it overlaps many fields – business interests,                   

governmental regulations, ethical issues and responsibilities, data privacy etc., because in many cases             

social media profiles are used as a way of authentication for using the platform’s services,” concluded                

the researcher, noting that future issues for stakeholders will be to balance out the requirement for user                 

privacy and  protection against the need for companies to gather data in order to provide services.  
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From left: K. Ločmele and V. Skolmeistare 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2nd Segment: Discussions 
 

“Disinformation Online: How Vulnerable We Actually Are?”  

This round table discussion was moderated by Mārtiņš Hiršs who is a Research Fellow at the Center for                  

European Policy Analysis.  

M. Hiršs talked with Sebastian Bay from the NATO Strategic Communications Centre of Excellence in               

Riga, a Board Member of Latvian Journalist Association and Editor of News Website Delfi.lv Filips               
Lastovskis and Special Envoy on Information Security Issues in Latvian Ministry of Foreign Affairs              

Viktors Makarovs. The experts discussed how misinformation spreads online and the ways it could be               

countered.  

V. Makarovs underlined that currently people in the Western world are quite vulnerable to disinformation               

because there isn’t enough regulation and there is too little information for general audiences and               

researchers about how the social media platforms functions. In his opinion there is little accountability for                

global social media platforms. While F. Lastovskis talked about Latvia and in his opinion the media                

sphere “is not as strong as it could be.'' In his mind there are too few “players” to counter disinformation                    

online - as the media is one of the central players that help society to combat disinformation. In his view                    

there is a need for a policy from the government as to how local media and content creators can protect                    
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themselves from the economic pressures that giant online media companies create. S. Bay agrees that               

there is a need for a more transparent oversight for social media, that would help the platforms. The                  

vulnerability in large part stems from the lack of concrete regulations as to how and what content gets                  

disseminated through social platforms. “How do we create an online environment that is conducive to               

good and educational discussions?” S. Bay rhetorically asks. He sees the process where stakeholders              

within online media being comparable to the times when traditional media first appeared with no               

universally accepted norms. S. Bay underlines that closing these sites or enticing censorship is not the                

solution. F. Lastovskis offered a local example where Latvia saw, that shutting down a website was not a                  

solution - Kremlin-sponsored website Sputnik was shut down, only to come back from another foreign               

domain that Latvia has no power over. While talking on social media issues S. Bay noted we should be                   

more sceptical about what social media platforms say. He thinks that society puts a lot of undeserved                 

trust in these companies.  

The audience and the experts engaged in a discussion about two main topics – Russian disinformation’s                

actual impact on the society and the responsibility of commercial media to not only combat fake news                 

but also to minimize any possibility of spreading via editorial errors or misleading sources.  

 
From left: M. Hiršs, S. Bay, F. Lastovskis and V. Makarovs 

 
“Can Media Literacy Save Us from Disinformation?” 
This discussion was moderated by Dr. Klinta Ločmele.  
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She was joined by Marta Cerava, Chief Content Editor for Public Broadcasting Media Website Lsm.lv,               

Senior Consultant on Website and Social Networking for Ministry of Education and Science Iveta              
Locāne and Communication and Information Program Director for Latvian National Commission for            

UNESCO Beāte Lielmane. 
M. Cerava said that media professionals have to be very aware of disinformation and that the media                 

need to think about media literacy, fact-checking and other activities in order to educate their audiences.                

Speaking from a public service media perspective, the main issue she raises is that competition with                

large social media companies, and the lack of knowledge about how, for example, Google algorithms               

work and their influence on media production and education. Another issue is the lack of critical skills on                  

the content creator and consumer side. “I am worried that we (the media) are losing trust,” said M.                  

Cerava, sharing concerns that the audience has lost faith in mainstream media. B. Lielmane explained               

that in the last year there have been a lot of media literacy programs for youth and children, but in her                     

view, there is an issue with accessing the older generations. The youth are better equipped to navigate                 

the online environments and there need to be more initiatives to educate people of 50 years and over.                  

Speaking from the perspective of a communication specialist within a governmental institution I. Locāne              

says that now the government finds it hard to compete with private media. She suggests that when                 

communicating with audience’s government should take lessons from private media and private            

companies on ways to communicate. In her view there are many messages from the government that                

don't reach their intended audiences. In conclusion the speakers agreed that there needs to be more of a                  

coordinated approach and that the media literacy is not going to “save” us all, as it is only a smart                    

component of a larger digital communication field.  

 

From left: K. Ločmele, M. Cerava, I. Locāne and B. Lielmane 
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Tables and data 
 

 

From Dr. K. Ločmele report: Media Literacy in Latvia 2019 and Tasks for the Future 
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From V. Skolmeistare report: Habits of Using Internet-Based Media 
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